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System description

The 3D-rone App will enable 3D visualization of the interior of large buildings for educational
and inspection purposes. Novice drone pilots will get training from experienced drone pilots
using the App through drone flight simulations. Building inspectors will use the app to interpret
data of inspected areas of the large buildings that are not easily accessible when conducting
conventional building safety inspections. The Undergraduate student team will develop the App
while the Graduate student team will run a system usability study.

Stakeholder onion model

Stakeholder short description
1. Primary users and secondary users

● Dr. Ricardo Eiris Pereira, Ph.D., Assistant Professor in the Construction Management
department at the Michigan Technological University and 3D-rone App Client. Dr. Eiris
is the founder of the Human-Technology Interaction in Construction laboratory (HTIC) at



the Michigan Technological University. His research areas focus on the use of  technology
such as Drones, Virtual Reality, BIM, and Augmented Reality in Civil  engineering and
construction education. He likes playing drums.

● Expert pilot, Kate, 42 years old certified drone pilot in Austin Texas. Kate has 10 years
of experience training novice drone pilots, and her current class of 5 trainees includes  Jack.

Kate is outgoing and technology savvy, her friends like being around her.

● Novice Pilot, Jack, 22 years old new drone pilot. After graduating from high school Jack
worked at a company that uses drones for medical supply delivery. He became interested
in drones and he is very enthusiastic to run his first drone flight. That is how he ended up
in Kate’s training class with the hope of learning the required skills to be a certified
drone pilot. Jack enjoys playing video games.

● Building Inspector, Jim, 35 years old with 5 years in indoor building inspection. Jim has
been using lifts to reach out to elevated areas of large buildings and he is excited about
the ease of operations given by the use of drones in building inspections. Jim is anti social
and likes any excuse to spend more time at work.

● Construction Manager, Alice, 38 years old construction manager. She has been
managing at least two projects at the same time. It was taking much of her time to ensure
each building was built according to the design. She is looking forward to using the 3D
rone app system to improve the quality of her work while saving time and money. Alice
enjoys mentoring other construction professionals and she likes playing piano.

Stakeholders’ goal-influence table

Stakeholder Role Goal Influence Goal
association

1. The client Project owner Use the App
in  the
construction.

Provide a
platform for
other pilots,
space data
analysts, and
researchers.

Project
sponsorship.

2. Drone Pilots Fly drones Teach and learn
novice pilots,
and  fly the
drones.

Increase the
number of
certified
drone pilots.

Get novice
Drone
pilots  learn
in a safe



environmen
t.

3. Building
inspectors

Use the App Efficient large
building
inspection.

Increase
safety  of
large
buildings.

Potential
long-term
consumers
of  the
client’s
App.

4. Construction
Managers

Use the App Use the app
for
construction

management work

Train new
construction
managers
and
supervise
the
site for better
construction
activities
management.

Inspire
other
constructio
n
profession
s  to use
Drone  and
other
technologi
es  in
constructi
on  work

5. Instructor Support the
team and client

Teach students Ensure
accountabilit
y  though
student
assignments
follow up.

Inspire
future
Human
Computer
Interaction

professionals

6. Developers Develop the
App

Meet the
client’s  needs.

Run the App
and make it
accessible to
all
stakeholders

Get
practical
experience
in  App
developme
nt  in HCI.

7. UX experts Run the
system
usability
study

Meet the
client's  needs.

Ensure the
App  serves
its
purpose.

Get
practical
experience
in  user
experience
testing and
evaluation
in  HCI.



Summary of the stakeholder Goal Influence Table (important goals and influences)

The client wants an improved system of flight data visualization from 2D to 3D and better
approaches to teach novice pilots to fly drones indoors. This will improve visual clarity and data
interpretation.
The drone pilots. Expert pilots understand the right approaches to use when flying fights indoors,
but they need a practical approach to transfer that knowledge to novice pilots. This system will
help expert pilots reach that goal and eventually ensure that whoever runs the drone, whether a
novice or an expert, does not inconvenience other people using the building and each flight is
safe and all data is available to help building inspectors.

The building inspector needs a much more efficient system to collect data and interpret them.
The 2D data seems crowded which makes it difficult to understand the exact location, for
example its height and distance from the ground, of data captured. The 3D data will make it
much better since indoor drones do not use GPS.

The construction Managers can collect data of an ongoing construction jobsite and analyze them
through the 3D-rone system to take corrective actions in time. This will speed up the operations
and prevent the project delays that construction managers encounter when managing
construction activities.

Personas for the primary stakeholders (imagine how a specific user would perform)

1. Personas #1:
Expert pilot, Kate,

Age: 42
Height: 5.5
Weight: 140 lbs
Right handed

Kate needs to teach pilots that are new to the industry how to accurately operate a drone, prevent
accidents, and reach the intended goal which in this case is to collect useful data for building
inspection. She is demonstrating the decisions expert pilots make when flying a drone indoors
and she wears a virtual reality headset, connects the hands controllers, and opens the Drone
Virtual Reality simulator.

Then, Kate creates a code for her novice pilots to use and login in the system. Her students also
join her in the simulated 3D VR environment using the provided code, and they are visualizing
the environment using their VR headsets. Kate communicates with the students with her voice



and students see her as an avatar. Each student also entered the 3d VR environment as an avatar.

Kate highlighted the starting points and flew the drone for 10 seconds and she realized that the
drone in the simulated 3d environment was going to hit the ceiling and she adjusted its altitude
immediately to avoid collision. She continued orienting the drone until the end point. Her flight
duration took 1 minutes and 50 seconds.

2. Personas #2:
Novice Pilot, Jack,
Age: 22
Height: 5.9
Weight: 120 lbs
Right handed

Jack has been in Kate class for about three weeks and is trying to understand the decision making
process his teacher, Kate the expert pilots, uses when flying drones indoors. Jack was not able to
follow the flight pathway when Kate was demonstrating it using the Drone VR simulator. Jack
decides to come to the office when everyone else has left, he opens his desktop computer, grabs
the hand controllers, and wears the VR headset. Jack opens the browser as he can visualize it in
the VR headset and is asked for a code to enter the simulation room.

Jack realized that he did not have the code and paused everything and gave a call to his teacher
Kate to give him the code. The teacher told Jack that he does not have to create a code, but
instead recommended Jack to browse for an App called 3D-rone that will direct him to the Drone
3D environment as it happened. It is getting around 7 pm, Jack realized that he does not have to
be in the office because the App can be run anywhere. Jack decided to go home and use his home
computer.

When Jack arrives home, he opens google and browses the 3D-rone App. Jack creates his
account with his own username and password. Jack entered a 3D environment where he found
himself in a large building with a lot of rooms. He chooses to inspect the living room. Using the
hand controllers, he turns on the drone that lays on the floor by the stairs, and takes off. Jack
forgot to adjust the settings and after 10 seconds the drone stopped right when it was about to hit
the ceiling light, Jack went back to the 3D-rone App to read tutorials of how to resume the trip
when the drone stops at the first obstacle. He realized that the App has a button on the top where
he should click using the hand controllers and continue the trip. After 2 hours, Jack was able to
finish the flight trip his teacher Kate took in 1 minutes and 50 seconds. Jack realized that he
needs intensive training to make accurate and quick decisions, to safely and successfully operate
a drone indoors.

3. Personas #3
Building Inspector, Jim,



Age: 55
Height: 6.2
Weight: 190 lbs
Left handed
Jim is analyzing spatial and temporal data collected when Kate, the expert pilot, flew the
drone inside the five stories office building that Jim is in charge of inspecting. Before the
drone took off, Jim had highlighted areas of interests that Kate should pay special
attention to when capturing her data. These areas included the top corner of the concrete
column in the middle of the lobby and the joint between the window and the wall at the
left corner of the small office.

Jim is using his office computer, with a mouse in his left hand. He has a cup of coffee in
his right hand. He is ready to spend as much time needed as possible, because based on
his experience, not every marked area is clearly investigated. The drone used a 360
camera when capturing the images and all data were clearly visible. Kate made sure to
capture every area of interest, and went beyond to capture additional areas that had
started developing such as a crack at the beam in the shared room. Jim just realized that
he is not going to need much coffee or spend as much time as he used to do. The 3D-rone
App is easy to use and 3D visualization makes his job less stressful.

Jim is amazed by the work done by Kate. The flight pathways are not cluttered and the
3D-rone App makes it easier to navigate the building back and forth using a mouse and a
keyboard of his computer. The exact height and distance of the drone is recorded and Jim
is able to send a crew to do the repair of those cracked areas.

4. Personas #4:
Construction Manager, Alice,

Age: 38
Height: 6.1
Weight: 170 lbs
Right handed

Alice is managing a construction project of renovating the theater room of the city of Hancock.
The building was old and some internal walls had to be demolished. The project has been
running and Alice is conducting a final supervision to ensure every part of the building is well
repaired before starting the painting activity. She decided to hire Kate to conduct an inspection of
the theater room using the drone. Kate uploads all data to the 3D-rone App and Alice opens that



system to analyze the data.

In the collected data, around 20 spots had cracks and the drone flight pathways indicate each area
using markers. Alice opens the App and as she starts visualizing the data the system she found a
cluttered information and could not understand which exact path the drone took to capture each
crack. She did not know that the system allows users to turn off pathways information they are
not looking for.

Alice is frustrated because the App does not clearly indicate that we can switch on and off each
pathway to clearly detect which pathways correspond to which data, and analyze the exact
location of the defects in the building.

Hierarchical Task analysis (HTA)

Upper level views:
* Select ‘Upload’ or ‘Analyze’ tab
Upload View

* Upload building space file and set display name (stretch goal)
* Upload flight path view and set display name (stretch goal)

* Upload inspection point set (stretch goal)
* Use defaults

Analyze View
Sidebar

Viewer
Drone Data view

* Expand/collapse accordion item
Toggle Paths view

* Expand/collapse accordion item
* Make path visible/invisible

* Highlight path (New Viewer view, Update Drone Data)
Mouse Data view

* Expand/collapse accordion item
Align Scene view

* Expand/collapse accordion item
* Adjust Position Offset
* Adjust Rotation Offset
Scene Alignment Popup

* Click ‘Okay’
Viewport view

Viewcube view
* Press ‘Reset View’

* Adjust camera position (X, Y, Z)



* Adjust camera rotation
* Click path (Highlight path, New Viewer view, Update Drone Data) * Hover
over point (Update Mouse Data)

Lower level views:
New Viewer view

* Expand/collapse accordion item
* Play animation
* Pause animation
* Scrub animation timeline

Summary of the HTA describing the user goals and how they are achieved
The 3D-rone App will have two main navigation systems: (1) to upload data and (2) to analyze
them. In the upload tab, users will be using it to upload data and make any changes for the users
to access them. In the analysis viewport, users can turn on and off a drone flight of their interests
and to visualize flight paths and be able to replicate the same flight operation safely.

Appendix:

Notes from the interview with the scientist


